The Data Repository module, part of the KIWI Platform, is a cloud application with a user interface which allows users to manage and browse files and associated pharmacometric metadata within a pre-defined directory structure stored in a version control system. The Data Repository has a hierarchical structure to control organizational, team, and user access to shared data files.

**Workflow, Audit, and Tracking.**

- Assign roles to allow various users to perform appropriate actions on relevant documents

**Teams and Roles.**

- Engage multi-organizational teams while controlling access on an as-needed basis
- Allow outside collaborators controlled access to data and deliverables
Data Repository Module
A platform and methodology for uniting the process and deliverables created during the pharmaceutical research and development cycle

Organize and Manage.

- Keep track of relationships between studies and projects, house documents in a standardized structure
- Review, comment, and revise

Tool-Agnostic Collaboration.

- Store and share documents, files, data, and deliverables
- Prevent unauthorized viewing with granular permission controls
- Use your own familiar tool sets and programs
- Accommodate evolving project workflow and distributed teams with flexible structures
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